NTF STATS SHEET
21-06-22
BEVERLEY
2.45

PROUD ARCHI (PC/HCP SLP)
PC... G/S+ | 7f-7.5f | OR 82 or below | Apr-Aug | Flat fairly sharp/sharp
tracks (Thirsk, Bev, Muss...) = 6/17, 4p - all 6 career wins

NEWBURY
7.10

FRONTISPIECE (PC/HCP SLP)
PC... C3 or less (9k or less) | OR 85 or less | G/S or quicker = 213311311
(5/9, 3p – all 5 career wins)

8.40

GILT EDGE (PC/HCP SLP)
PC... C5 or less Hcps (<3.5k) | OR 72 or less | DSLR 26 or less | Good+ |
June-Aug = 1211321113 (6/10, 3p - all 6 career wins)

Ben’s thoughts...

Some additional thoughts for one of the three...
FRONTISPIECE (7.10 Newbury) clearly bumped into one last time out in the shape
of MOKTASAAB, who also scored next time out at C2 level from a 7lb higher mark.
FRONTISPIECE was comfortably clear of the remainder that day and plenty behind
have backed up the form; 4th Country Pile won next time out, as did the 9th
Danville... and 12th place Heart of Soul has picked off 2 victories since... 7th placed
Random Harvest just missed out on winning the Kensington Palace Stakes at Royal
Ascot by a neck... so the form is stacking up well. That race was over 1m2f and I
suspect Frontispiece is better suited to further these days (his last 3 wins have been
over 1m4f - 1m5.5f) so this step up in trip is a positive, even more so when you consider his form at Newbury over 1m4f+ (17211). The only time he ran poorly in that
form line was when he didn’t lead so it’s good to note there is no obvious pace on
here and if hopefully they decide to kick on with him in this and he can grind out
another front-running Newbury victory.
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